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Thank you for your interest in Salient Corporation and Margin Minder. My name is
Guy Amisano. I founded Salient in 1986 for the sole purpose of helping beverage
business operators get better visibility and control over their market spending. As
general manager of a mid-sized beverage company back in the 1980's, I found
a way to see which customers were converting my promotions to real growth and
profitability.
I saw that getting true visibility meant organizing everyday sales data into a really
fast system that could sort through millions of details and give me a simple picture
of the dynamics of my marketplace, answering the most basic questions: “When I
deal, do I grow the business, make money, both, neither? When I push one product,
does it hurt sales of other products? Which accounts are worth time and money and
which aren't?”
The answers to these questions would help me know where I should focus time and
money. I could know better how often to stop; which mix of brands on display would
generate the highest margin return; just how much inventory to send into the store
to maximize my results.
The result was Margin Minder, the world’s first complete system for processing the
data of everyday business activity into better and better trade execution.
Since then, we have extended Margin Minder beyond its original trade management
mission. Today, we bring together all of the data that relates to your business, from
automated processes, specialized systems for routing and space management, even
the Internet, and then form it into a comprehensive solution for measuring and
managing your entire beer wholesale enterprise.

On the following pages, you’ll see how. Thank you again for your time.

					Guy Amisano
					Founder and CEO
					Salient Corporation

Margin Minder

®

Mastering Sales Activity

The Foundation
for Profit and Growth

Margin Minder
Trade Performance Management
Everything your professionals need to control the drivers of top-line performance:
sales, revenue, cost, discount, margin, and allowance.
Margin Minder bolts on to your existing systems and automatically computes volume, revenue,
cost and margin for every transaction, every day... and then rolls up these values to provide
instant graphical views of business performance from every market perspective.
Managers get a self-serve toolkit for instant sorting and drilling through sales data to find those
short lists of problems and opportunities they can address in the short term.
They can narrow down from market-wide to a list of under-performing customers to a single package
within a single customer location, and then drill graphically into pricing history to see elasticity,
lift and cannibalization—all within a minute or so. Even without direct control over pricing or
promotional event timing, small adjustments become possible in product mix or display inventories
that can deliver significant improvements in that customer's value over time. High margin brands
can be mixed into displays with low margin brands. Overstocks (and out-of-date bring-backs) can be
reduced or eliminated, thus multiplying value by making delivery and warehouse operations less
costly as well.

Growth

Profit

BALANCE THIS

Price

Balance price
(and all of your other investments)
against volume and profit.
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Margin Minder

®

Trade Performance Management

Improve Promotion Effectiveness
Margin Minder shows graphically how profits and growth are
affected by promotional discounting, product mix, deal duration,
and frequency. Sales managers can optimize SKU mix and
display inventory for maximum sell-down, minimum overstocking and minimum category cannibalization.

Rationalize New Product SKU’s & Product Mix
Margin Minder tracks how much a new product is worth to you.
Now it’s easy to see which products can or can’t support their
carrying, distribution and marketing costs.
Measure market penetration, trial, and retrial of new products.
See the effect new products have on existing product lines, and
how successful your sales people are at getting those products
into the marketplace. You can have multiple visual perspectives
to best judge the useful life cycle of products and product lines.
Measure sell-thru and potential sell-thru of active customers to
find opportunities for new placements.
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Margin Minder Measures:

Identify Distribution Gaps

		– Sales Volume

Generate actionable lists of
products or customers using
exception tests. Measure new
account growth and retention.

		– Revenue
		– Discounted Dollar Amount
		– Discounted Volume
		– COGS
		– Supplier Rebates
		– Margin

Incorporate Brewery
Allowances
See the net impact on
promotional performance after
brewery support.

		– All Customers and their Attributes
		– All Products and their Attributes
		– All Sales Reps and their Attributes

Customers
Products
Space
People
Deliveries
Inventory

Gain Clarity in Evaluating Sales Results
Margin Minder makes complicated sales activity logical and coherent.
Easily track such performance specifics as “actual vs. assigned sales
rep,”“returns and reason codes,” and much more.

Optional Add-Ons

Pay for Performance

I.

Retail Execution

Too often, increasing sales volume doesn’t match your profit expectations.
Margin Minder measures the whole performance equation: volume, growth
and margin contribution, enabling wholesalers to build comp and bonus
plans based on actual value added by each person.

II.

General Sales management

III. S&D Operations
IV.

Inventory & Supply Chain

V.

Complete Fiscal Control

VI.

More You Can Do
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I. RETAIL EXECUTION
Retail Execution is about getting the maximum exposure at each outlet.
Integrating retail execution data helps you know and react faster. It also
helps contain retail merchandising costs.

Margin Minder Measures:
– Sales Volume
– Revenue
– Discounted Dollar Amount

Taps
Easily spot where accounts have competitor taps but none of your brands on
tap. See all the taps in your marketplace and keep track of how your assets
impact sales.

– Discounted Volume
– COGS
– Supplier Rebates
– Margin
– All Customers and their Attributes
– All Products and their Attributes

Displays
Negotiate more and better displays and display positions. Spot opportunities
for improvement. See where display activity is falling off before too much time
passes by.

POS
Continuously monitor permanent POS and paper POS material costs vs. sales
and margin at the store level.

– All Sales Reps and their Attributes

Customers
Products
Space
People
Deliveries
Inventory
+ Retail Execution

Line Cleaning
Track line cleaning activity for quality control and legal compliance in a
quick, easy and automated fashion.

– POS: Costs and Quantity by Type
– Display: Price, Position, and Quantity
– Retail Scan Data: competitor price
and volume
– Price to Consumer
– Number of Facings
– Shelf Facing Capacity
– Space: linear, square ft., inches
– Plan-o-grams
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Price to Consumer
Integrate price to consumer (PTC) data in addition to the wholesale price to the retailer for the
measurement of retail profit and for determining what volume sells at what price points—elasticity.

Retail Scan Data / Syndicated Data
Third party syndicated data can be combined with your sales for decision support. Salient’s built-in
management capabilities then assist in evaluating the optimal retail mix and making well-grounded
recommendations to retail buyers.

Retail Negotiation Support
Support the process of making the best use of space in any store and show retailers the benefits of how
you are using space allotted to your brands in the category. You can easily show how much revenue, profit,
and volume your brands are contributing to their bottom line.
• Design optimal plans in terms of product mix, placement, and space
• Create factual arguments to negotiate with retailers for additional facings or displays

Shelf Space Facts
Automated, integrated and continuous measurement of shelf space requires bringing the many pieces
together such as facing, pricing, plan-o-grams and capacity in context with sales volumes for decision
support.
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‘‘Margin Minder has been relatively maintenance free,
paying for itself initially, then again year after year.’’
Joe Gatz,
Town & Country Distributors

II. GENERAL SALES MANAGEMENT
Performance Against Targeted Goals
Setting budgets or targets to hit is a method for attaching factual data
to a plan for the year. It typically includes laying out the sales figures month
by month. The numbers are often based on estimates resulting from negotiations with key accounts. This activity maps the path to success in terms of
strategic goals, but needs to be translated into tactics.

Margin Minder Measures:
– Sales Volume
– Revenue
– Discounted Dollar Amount
– Discounted Volume

The plan or budgeted goals are strategic, while the sales forecast is tactical.
A company can then see where it is off-track, who is accountable for not hitting anticipated goals, and take action to try to change the course before too
much time is lost.

– COGS

Commissions and Incentive Dollars

– All Sales Reps and their Attributes

– Supplier Rebates
– Margin
– All Customers and their Attributes
– All Products and their Attributes

By integrating (and securing if desired) the commission amount
that each sales rep (pre-sell locations) or driver (peddle locations) makes,
your team can track the actual contribution—volume, revenue and margin—
of each sales person on a daily basis. To better measure customer profitability, Salient can also allocate the total incentive dollars paid out to employees
with each expense associated with the customer.

Customers
Products
Space
People
Deliveries
Inventory

Incentive Plans by Activity Type
For an additional investment, each individual pay for performance incentive plan can be broken down by each activity it is associated with such as
money for placing a display, adding a tap or increasing distribution. This
enables wholesalers to build compensation and bonus plans based on actual
value added by each person and evaluate the best way to motivate and compensate based on performance objectives.

Sales to Distributors or Third Parties
Do other distributors or third parties service many of your accounts? We have
an easy way we can help you monitor that portion of your distribution as well
for the most accurate performance measurement of products sold in all territories, to all accounts, whether serviced in-house or by another entity.
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+ Sales Force Performance
– Goals
– Quotas
– Incentives
– Account Calls
– Sales to Third Parties:
(Volume, Revenue, Discounts)
– COGS
– Price List by SKU & by Customer

Ordered vs Delivered
As more and more companies handle a combination of sales models such as pre-sell and on-sight sales, differences often result
in what was pre-sold compared to what actually was sold on the
invoice at the time of execution. Usually the variances have a reason code associated to help improve process problems and limit
lost sales. This is a great expansion to the returns tracking already
included in Margin Minder, helping put all the pieces together to
improve order fulfillment.

Price List Automation
Match-up what you are allowed to sell with what they are allowed to buy. Cross-reference current pricing
for each SKU and generate easy price lists for each account. Show customers what’s been authorized,
but not purchased.

Account Call Activities
Align events from client interactions to easily see how many calls are made, the associated cost of onsite visits, and the total call frequency in context with all the other sales facts in Margin Minder. The call
events are automatically associated with the types of calls identified in your systems: beer delivery, route
sales call, shelf set, old code date, cleaning call, display or banner call, draft installation, keg sales, sales
objective, check rotation, ride-with, retailer requests, etc.

Cooperage Sales Management
Capture quarter and half barrel sales and returns. Oversee beginning balances, adjustments, physical
counts, system counts and differences to best manage inventory and throughput.

Quota Management
A major part of performance management is setting short and long-term goals then measuring progress
toward meeting those goals. Quotas enable a company to do that with individualized accountability: the
sales volume of each item or brand is typically captured by route and by month for each sales rep (pre-sell
locations) or driver (peddle locations). Rather than running occasional reports, easily uncover differences in
actual vs. quota, at any time.
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III. S&D OPERATIONS
Route and Driver Productivity
Determine how to optimize volume,
revenue and margin per driver,
per stop.
One can extend this capability using
load sheet sales and time date from
handhelds to measure per hour
productivity. Gain visibility into
customer face time (stop time) vs.
non value-added time (windshield
time), run time (overall route time),
and more.

Margin Minder Measures:
– Sales Volume
– Revenue
– Discounted Dollar Amount
– Discounted Volume
– COGS
– Supplier Rebates
– Margin
– All Customers and their Attributes
– All Products and their Attributes
– All Sales Reps and their Attributes

Customers
Products
Space
People
Deliveries
Inventory

Time & Labor
Use the information about hours spent per customer
location to measure cases delivered per hour.

Fleet & Fuel Management
Integrate data from fuel cards and odometer readings to pro-vide a complete picture of fuel costs and efficiency to see how much each job or trip
really costs. Enable planners to incorporate fuel consumption costs into
pricing strategies and budgets. Track fuel costs, fuel taxes, fuel volume
(gallons), and mileage for every vehicle (cost per gallon & mpg). Roll up
results to reveal fuel efficiency at every level...by driver, vehicle make,
vehicle model, route, region, etc.

+ S&D Operations
– Fuel Costs
– Fuel Volume in Gallons
– Mileage
– All Vehicles and their Attributes
– Hours Worked by Route Employee
– Allocated Employee Labor Expense
– Cases Delivered Per Hour
– Avg Rev, Vol, and Margin per Stop
– Avg Rev, Vol, and Margin per Invoice
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“Our Sales Managers are now about
100% more effective with Margin Minder.”
Aaron Dym, Controller,
Manager of Information Systems,
W&L Sales

IV. INVENTORY & SUPPLY CHAIN
Inventory Availability
Bring sales facts and inventory facts together to better balance market
demands with the supply chain. Better manage alignment and consistency in planning operations related to sales with fast answers to some of
the most important questions:
•
•
•
•

What is on-hand or on-order?
What is today’s product pipeline?
Where are our stock shortages?
Are we prepared for promos?

Margin Minder Measures:
– Sales Volume
– Revenue
– Discounted Dollar Amount
– Discounted Volume
– COGS
– Supplier Rebates
– Margin
– All Customers and their Attributes
– All Products and their Attributes

Improving Forecast Accuracy

– All Sales Reps and their Attributes

Plug into Microsoft Excel® to perform “What-If” forecasting using transactionlevel data. Distributors can measure variance to actual sales and create better
synchronization between sales and operations.

Customers
Products
Space
People
Deliveries
Inventory
+ Inventory & Supply Chain
– Ending Inventory Balance
(Inventory On-Hand)
– Beginning Inventory Balance
– Transfers In
– Transfers Out
– Breakage
– Purchase Order Quantity
(Inventory On-Order)
– Forecasted Revenue (or price),
Volume, Cost, and Margin
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V. COMPLETE FISCAL CONTROL
Comprehensive Monitoring & Audit
Salient offers tailored solutions to provide senior managers comprehensive scoring of productivity
at all levels through all dimensions of the business. Margin Minder can be customized to provide a
complete financial picture.
The greatest value is the ability to show true net value—the net result of all revenues and costs. The
result is a comprehensive accounting of value contribution every day, from the individual customer up
to the enterprise. Now, everyone who needs to know can see instantly where and how activity affects
profit and growth.

VI. MORE YOU CAN DO
Location Intelligence (Geo)
Location Intelligence shows where customers and assets are located on
a map with performance indicators based on your criteria. This view
reveals volume, revenue, margin, and other performance metrics for
each location. The maps are easy-to-read and show variations in color
and size to represent the data, so regional or other geographic trends in
performance become apparent.
Turn on existing highlight rules to instantly spot locations
with high costs, low volumes, unusual changes, etc. Look
at all locations at once or focus on a subset by attribute (for example, all
convenience stores), or any sales characteristics (for example, customers
who bought product A).
Thematic mapping shows averages and totals for distinct areas within the map. Shades of color
indicate whether a region, state, county, town, or other area has unusually high or low results. Set
performance criteria, then instantly map locations that pass or fail… drill into individual locations for
deeper analysis. Using Info-Share, Geo connects to knowledge that can not be expressed in numbers.
For example: one can easily link information such as photos of a store and make notes about recent
promotions, events, or plans.
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Increased Profit by 10-15 Cents Per Case!
“I can’t think of what we don’t track with UXT®. With about 13,000 customers and 60 drivers,
we now have real-time control of our profit and loss activities enterprise wide. We especially like
the ability to monitor profit performance of individual sales people, and recently decided to base
part of their compensation on margin delivered. This is phenomenal.”
Royal Crown Bottling Corp.
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Accuracy and Proficiency Improved by 10%
“Margin Minder® helped us achieve about a 10% improvement in accuracy and proficiency.
There has also been a great improvement in ordering efficiency for tasks like stocking.”
Mark Keith, Director of Sales & Marketing, Allen Beverage

VI. MORE YOU CAN DO (CONTINUED)
Census
Compare valuable information about the people and households in each territory with sales numbers to better
understand market penetration. Match demographics by zip code with each territory to reveal vital per capita
rates and monitor the effect of local demographic changes on sales. All census data is the most current offered
by the Census Bureau. Examples include: population, race, gender, age, family classifications, housing types and
income. Salient can provide a service to help stitch together various franchise maps of your franchise territories
by brand.

Exploded Cost Components
Drill into components of cost, whether on or off-invoice, to precisely measure all the pieces related to product cost,
route profitability, distribution, and other items. For example, one can explode the bill of materials to see the cost
of the raw materials for any time frame.

Aging / Accounts Receivables Balances
Are you marketing energy drinks and having new challenges with A/R? The following metrics are brought to the
forefront for oversight and decision support: invoice amount, paid amount, adjustment amount, and A/R balance.

Weather Conditions
Are sales sluggish because of colder than usual temperatures? Were deliveries slowed because of a bad storm?
Daily weather updates from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), combined with sales
activity provides another tool to assess performance. Weather information can be collected from any weather
station in the world—providing additional insight into performance. Information can be collected from one or two
specific weather stations, or track an entire geographic region. Indicators show the amount of rain, snow, and
wind, as well as visibility and temperature.

Customized Solutions
There is no limit to the areas of your business to which we can apply our solution for activity based performance
management. If you don’t see what you are looking for listed here, please talk to your account manager about
your unique needs.

Increasing Net Margin
Increased net margin by 5pts. Increased sales by 13%.
Delcorp SA

Raising Sales
“We’ve only had this forecasting system for about four or five months, and a lot of the growth we’ve had
has been in the past few months and it just keeps accelerating. But in that timeframe, we’ve decreased
our out of stocks by 40%, our day supply average is down by 25%, and we’ve decreased our freight costs
through hauling efficiencies another 15% and again, our sales just keep going up.”
Kurt Leinauer, General Manager, Lohr Distributing

Meeting Goals
Increased revenues by 12.25% from $98 million to $111 million. Within 4 months, reduced credits to
goal of .75% of sales.
HPC Foodservice

Positive Evaluations
“We can evaluate some of our out of stocks and evaluate what’s making us money and what’s not. It’s a
good way to analytically drill down to comparing different stores with different planograms.”
Tom McConnell, CFO, Discount Drug Mart

Identifying Potential Fraud
“Just quantifying where we have potential fraud in one market has saved us six figures thus
far this year.”
Dean Aiello, Director of Finance, Bimbo Bakeries USA

Understanding the World of Retail.
“Salient gets the retail business. They understand why I’m asking the questions and what matters to me.”
“For us, it’s all about selling products. Margin Minder helps you make decisions, which you wouldn’t do
otherwise. Once you start using it, you’ll use it more than anything else.”
Richie Morgan, President Of Holiday Quality Markets

Annual Savings of $1.25 Million!
Margin Minder® helped cut costs by nearly 3 cents per case; with 55 million cases shipping a year, that’s
an annual savings of $1.25 million! Reduced the new product sales execution cycle from 6 weeks to
about 2 weeks.
Derek Hill, VP of Corporate Planning, Pepsi Bottling Ventures

Increasing Sales
“What we found with Salient was that versus Tableau, Qlik or Dundas, not only do we get the industry
expertise but we don’t sacrifice any capabilities of the actual tool… We have all of the capabilities from
a visualization standpoint, and we really like the ability to quickly drill on a custom path on the fly.”
Ryan Van Fleet, Director of Business Insights, New Belgium Brewing

Fast Results
Results within 6 months: Lowered Inventory carrying costs by $4 million. Impacted bottom line by
$750,000. Reduced aged inventory of beer over 365 days from $354,000 to $71,000.
Odom Corporation

Smarter Manufacturing

®

“We can look at a detailed history of products or groups of products that were on promotion at the
same time last year and, with extreme accuracy, project the production run needed,” said Randy Bates.
“Margin Minder has helped us become much smarter manufacturers.”
Randy Bates, VP of Sales for Golden Flake Snack Foods

Next action:
To discuss what Salient can do for you, and to consider a low-cost quick start solution for a
fast-track answer to your most pressing current issue, call (607) 739-4511, or email us at
info@salient.com.

Make every customer count

nagement Company

About Salient
Salient Management Company offers business and government a new solution
for efficient management. Drawing on diverse data from multiple sources,
Salient technology measures how business activity creates value, quality,
financial efficiency, productivity, while the user interface eliminates barriers
to using this knowledge for continuous process improvement.
Salient’s technology platform is a super scalable, in-memory, system for
automated scoring of value added by business activity. The user interface
provides a graphical toolbox for interactive, stream of-thought data mining,
visualization, and root cause analysis. Overall, the technology enables people
to evaluate process behaviors rapidly, eliminate waste, and continuously
optimize outcomes.
Founded in 1986, Salient today serves more than 115,000 monthly active
users worldwide.
For more information, visit www.salient.com.

203 Colonial Drive, Horseheads, NY 14845 USA

phone 607.739.4511 / 800.447.1868

fax 607.739.4045

www.salient.com
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